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Digital Retail
Innovation Report
The New Key Priorities
For Retail Marketers

Every retail leader, marketer and technologist
knows the story — with each year it seems like
you have to do more with less. Channels never
go away (even direct mail has gotten a facelift
in the last year!) and more platforms and points
of engagement are added to the mix on a
seemingly endless basis.
Doing more is not the answer — doing better
is always the goal; working smarter, not harder.
Benchmarks are where the vast majority turn to
gut check their intuition and to determine how
others are prioritizing for the simple reason that
there’s far too much one could do, and keeping
up with the competition is always top of mind.
We surveyed more than 200 retail marketers to
determine where they are most focused when
it comes to innovation for 2017. Read on to find
out how they’re making sense of the possibilities
artificial intelligence is bringing to the table,
what channels are getting a makeover, and what
challenges are still blocking success.
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Key Findings

Many marketers enter 2017 expecting to do more with less, looking at reduced
budgets but a greater demand to drive revenue, customer acquisition, and
customer retention. Here are some key takeaways about how marketers in our
survey plan to approach the challenges facing them over the next year:
One in five marketing organizations
fell short of their 2016 goals

For some, multi-channel marketing
is still a significant challenge

Of retail marketers surveyed in our study, one in
five (19%) said that their organization fell short
of its 2016 marketing goals. Organizations that
fell short of their goals in 2016 were much more
likely to be seeing reduced budgets in 2017,
further complicating their task.

Just over one quarter of survey respondents
(27%) said that they felt their organization
lacked the foundation and structure it needs
to excel in multi-channel marketing. Among
these marketers, the biggest challenges are a
lack of integrated technologies (28%), a lack
of institutional understanding of the tech and
strategies available (26%), and challenges with
attribution (19%).

For retailers looking to increase
revenue in 2017, email and mobile
are the channels to focus on
When asked about which platform or channel
they see as likely to generate the most revenue
in 2017, marketers in our survey were most likely
to choose email and mobile after their sites. This
was particularly true for those marketers who
say they exceeded their 2016 marketing goals,
among whom one in four (25%) expected email
to be their largest revenue channel in 2017.

Cross-channel, email see the most
planned innovation investment in 2017
Retailers in our survey expected to make the
biggest investments in innovating cross/multichannel campaign management in 2017 (28%),
followed closely by email marketing (26%).

Retailers see plenty of room to
innovate in email in 2017
More than half (51%) of marketers surveyed
agreed that there’s significant room to innovate
on their email marketing strategy in 2017, where
63% of respondents felt there was lots of room
to innovate.
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1.

One in five marketing
organizations fell short
of their 2016 goals
Of retail marketers surveyed in our study, one in five (19%) said that their organization
fell short of its 2016 marketing goals. In contrast, 28% said that they exceeded their 2016
goals. Despite this, nearly half (46%) of respondents say that their marketing budgets have
increased in 2017, though results were clearly tied to 2016 success: 75% of respondents
who said their organization exceeded its 2016 goals had a larger marketing budget in 2017,
compared to only 26% of respondents whose marketing fell short.

Exceeded
Goals
Budget
Increased

Met
Goals
Budget
Stayed Flat

Fell Short
of Goals
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2.

Marketers worried
about doing more
with less in 2017
With more than half (54%) of
retail marketers seeing their
2017 budgets either hold at
the same amount or decrease,
it should be no surprise that
resources (human, technical, and
financial), were most commonly
listed as the biggest expected
challenge to accomplishing 2017
marketing objectives. Concerns
about growth and scalability both
loomed high over marketers (16%),
many of which were driven by
concerns over growing revenue
and the ability to drive customer
acquisition (9%), engagement
(5%), and retention (5%).

Personalization, 2%
Attribution, 3%
Automation, 1%
Data, 3%
Resources, 21%

Competition, 3%
Innovation/Tech, 4%
Customer
Engagement, 5%
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3.

Beyond the core brand sites/online stores,
retailers see email and mobile as the most
likely channels to generate revenue in 2017
When asked about which platform or channel they see as likely to generate the most
revenue in 2017, marketers in our survey were most likely to choose email and mobile after
their sites. This was particularly true for those marketers who say they exceeded their
2016 marketing goals, among whom one in four (25%) expected email to be their largest
revenue channel in 2017.
This optimism toward email was closely tied to planned investment: 38% of the marketers
who planned to invest the most in innovation in email over the next year believed it would
be the channel that generates the most revenue.
Q. Which platform/channel do you see generating the most
revenue for your organization in 2017? (digital channels)

56%

18%

8%

Online

Email

Mobile

14%

4%

Other

Social
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4.

Retailers see plenty of
opportunity to innovate
in email in 2017
More than half (51%) of marketers surveyed agreed that there’s significant room to
innovate on their email marketing strategy in 2017, where 63% of respondents felt there
was lots of room to innovate.
Q. To what degree do you see your approach to email
marketing as having room to innvoate?

High
There is lots of room to innovate

51%

Medium
There is some room to innovate

Low
There is very little room to innovate

None

45%
2%
1%

Although marketers who fell short of their 2016 goals were also the most likely to face
decreased budgets in 2017, there was a silver lining: These marketers also had the most
room for innovation in email marketing. 64% of retailers who fell short of their 2016 goals
said they had “lots of room to innovate” in email, compared to only 48% of retailers who
exceeded their 2016 goals. While they may face a challenging road ahead, they also have
more (and likely easier-to-implement) options when it comes to improving their existing
personalization and messaging efforts through email.
This too, was tied to performance — marketers who said their orgs fell short of their 2016
goals were by far the most likely to suggest there was lots of room to innovate in their
email marketing (64%, compared to only 48% of marketers who met or exceeded their
2016 goals). Marketers in this category who also face decreased budgets in 2017 are likely
to be in for an even bigger challenge.
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5.

For some, multi-channel
marketing is still a
significant challenge
Just over one quarter of survey respondents (27%) said that they felt their organization
lacked the foundation and structure it needs to excel in multi-channel marketing. Among
these marketers, the biggest challenges are a lack of integrated technologies (28%), a lack
of institutional understanding of the tech and strategies available (26%), and challenges with
attribution (19%).
Here the differences in organizational success and strategy were most abundant: Half (49%)
of marketers whose orgs failed to achieve their 2016 goals did not feel that their organization
had the foundation or structure to excel in multi-channel marketing, compared to 25% of
those who met their goals, and only 16% of those who exceeded them.
Q. Do you feel that your organization has the foundation and structure it needs
to excel in multi-channel/cross-channel campaign management in 2017?

Yes, 73%

No, 27%

Q. What are the primary barriers at your organization to advancing your
approach to multi-channel/ cross-channel campaign management?

19%

7%

13%

Organization
Silos
Customer Data
Silos

Attribution

28%

26%

7%

Lack of
integrated
technologies

Lack of
understanding of
multi/cross-channel
strategies

Other
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6.

Cross-channel, email see
the most planned innovation
investment in 2017
Marketers in our survey expected to make the biggest investments in innovating cross/
multi-channel campaign management in 2017 (28%), followed closely by email marketing
(26%), though marketers seeing an increase in 2017 budgets were more likely to favor
email over cross-channel (33% vs. 28%). Email was also seen as an important point of
investment even among marketers whose budgets were decreasing in 2017, among whom
more than half (53%) planned to increase spend on email.
This is reflected in marketers’ expectations for success in 2017: One quarter of respondents
(24%) expected email marketing to be the best channel for driving new customers over
the next year, tied for the top spot with digital advertising (24%) and just ahead of social
media (23%). There was no contest when it came to retaining existing customers, where
56% of marketers said they expect to have the most success in 2017 retaining existing
customers through email compared to other channels.
Q. Which channels do you expect to have the most success with in 2017 with
regard to driving new customers and retaining existing customers?

Channel

Driving New

Retaining Existing

Email

24%

56%

TV

3%

1%

Social

23%

10%

Mobile

10%

12%

Digital Advertising

24%

8%

Print

2%

4%

Native

3%

3%

Other

10%

7%
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7.

Excitement around
innovation in 2017 stems
from personalization, AI
When asked about what marketing technology innovations they are most excited for in
the upcoming year, retailers primarily listed personalization (22%) and the application of
AI (11%) as the areas generating the most excitement. For many retailers in the survey, this
was displayed as an interest in knowing more about the customer, and being able to act on
that knowledge with messaging and products that are relevant to their interests, and to do
so in a way that is automated, dynamic, and cross-channel.

Retargeting, 2% Social, 2%
Video, 3%
Design, 3%
Personalization, 22%

Automation, 3%
Programmatic, 5%
Optimization, 5%

Native, 5%

Mobile, 6%

Areas of Innovation that
Retail Marketers are
Excited for in 2017

Categorized

Other, 17%

Cross-channel, 8%

Data, 11%

AI, 11%
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8.

AI primarily sees
application in search,
recommendation engines
Although marketers have been able to leverage artificial intelligence (AI) for some
time, adoption is still limited. Of the two thirds of marketers (66%) who leverage AI for
marketing purposes, the most common applications are in search (37%) and product
recommendations (33%), which are employed by at least one third of marketers. Other
common responses were application through programmatic advertising (26%) and data
science (26%).
Q. For what channels/in what ways do you currently use AI to accomplish your goals?

37%

33%

26%

26%

Search

Recommendation
engines for
products/content

Programmatic
advertising

Data Science

14%

13%

5%

Marketing
Forecasting

Chatbots

Other

AI use alone wasn’t enough to guarantee marketing success: Marketers leveraging AI in
one or more of the listed channels/methods weren’t significantly more likely to have met
or exceeded their 2016 marketing goals, suggesting that not all applications and methods
are equally useful, and that simply employing AI-based solutions is not sufficient for
marketing success.
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9.

Increasing budgets favor
email marketing, social
channels, measurement
When it came to budget allocations for 2017, marketers in our sample were most likely
to be increasing their spends on email marketing and automation (44%), advertising on
Facebook or Google (44%), and ROI & measurement (44%), followed closely by content
marketing (40%).
Q. For each of the following marketing tactics and channels, please indicate
whether you plan to increase or decrease your investment in each in 2017

Channel

Decrease

Same

Increase

Native advertising

4%

63%

33%

Content marketing

0%

63%

37%

Facebook/Google advertising

4%

52%

44%

Snapchat advertising

8%

75%

17%

Pinterest advertising

8%

67%

25%

Programmatic advertising

0%

75%

25%

Email marketing/Automation

0%

50%

50%

Mobile marketing

0%

15%

38%

ROI & measurement

0%

58%

42%

Owned media

1%

67%

29%
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Recommendations and Takeaways

As retailers gear up for 2017 with goals to grow their business — often without influx of
programming budget or additional people resources as discovered in this research —
marketers need to understand the cost effective, low resource levers of innovation that will
aid in their ability to meet and exceed results on their most important channels.
While there are many areas in innovation that retailers can tap into to acquire and retain
more customers, the root of them all is dependent on technology. Marketers must ensure
that their technology partners are able to help deliver on their vision while also finding
resource efficiencies.
To help, we’ve outlined the following recommendations for how retail marketers like you
can tackle innovation as a driver for meeting your 2017 goals. Contact us to learn how
Sailthru solutions can help you deliver more with less.

Personalization for email and web
Marketers know email marketing is a revenue powerhouse. That’s why it’s one of
the top areas to increase innovation among retailers, and at the top of the pack of
effective channels for acquiring and retaining customers. The best way to increase
email results in 2017 is with personalization. In order to really drive forward with 1:1
personalization across email, web or mobile channels, marketers must ensure they
have (or start) to collect the right kinds of data.
In Sailthru customer profiles lives a combination of an individual’s demographic,
behaviors, interests, purchases, engagement level, predicted actions, devices
and browsers used. All data points are automatically collected, and products/
content are automatically personalized to that individual — whether the customer
is on email or your website. This is what retail marketers should be looking for
when researching how to innovate email with personalization. Sailthru customers
regularly see significant upticks in metrics like active buyers, email conversion,
email revenue and more using this personalization approach, making it a sound
investment for marketing teams looking to exceed their 2017 goals.
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Recommendations and Takeaways

Automation will set you free
While automation was once feared as the great marketer displacer, today’s savvy
marketers know that automation is a must-have for high performance marketing.
As noted above, automation is what makes Sailthru personalization so powerful.
It makes delivering individualized brand experiences scalable for any team
size. We recommend that all retail marketers take this automated approach to
personalization across their channels.
Triggered email can also drastically increase email engagement and loyalty. With
Sailthru automation, marketers can deploy automated messages to customers
based on data from email, onsite, and mobile, and deliver those messages to any
device or browser your customer may use. This ensures that customers get the
right message at the right time, and on the right device.
Another key application for automation is in generating insights. Leverage realtime automated reporting and marketing analytics that focus on the behaviors
and interests of your customers, not just traditional click-through data, to
optimize your marketing strategy throughout 2017 — instead of spending
countless hours pulling reports.

Artificial intelligence on the rise
It’s no surprise AI has marketers excited. Implementing AI into your marketing
demonstrates a deep understanding of your customers. While it may seem like
a fancy buzzword, it’s all about being able to act on customer knowledge with
messaging and products that are relevant to their interests, and to do so in a
way that is automated, dynamic and cross-channel in nature.
Product recommendations are an important and effective application of AI, and
we recommend all retail marketers have them as a part of your strategy. But,
recommendations are just the tip of the iceberg of what’s possible...and you’d be
surprised how simple it can be to go further with AI.
At Sailthru we recommend a number of predictions to improve the customer
experience and increase results on your KPIs within email to start. Here are a
few predictions we suggest our customers apply to their marketing: messaging
to customers predicted to make a purchase in 7, 10, 30 days to boost purchase
volume; auto-suppression of customers likely to opt out of email to mitigate
churn; serving products in email customers are predicted to buy based on site
browsing activity to increase conversion and cross-channel coordination; and
many more.
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About Sailthru
Sailthru helps modern marketers acquire, grow, and retain
customers. With over 1.6Bn global consumer profiles under
management, Sailthru’s powerful suite of connected capabilities
— including high-performance email, onsite personalization,
mobile marketing automation, and unique integrations powering
new customer acquisition — drives higher revenue, improves
customer lifetime value and reduces churn. The world’s fastest
growing ecommerce companies, including Rent the Runway,
JustFab and Alex and Ani, trust Sailthru to help them succeed.

The fastest-growing digital retailers trust Sailthru

To see Sailthru in action, contact us at 877.812.8689
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